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Folder
Maths

App name
Percy Parker
Pizza 1
Banana hunt
Telling time
game
Jungle time

4
operati
ons
(+-x
divide)

Units
+ bubbles x
Fishy no.s
Hickory
Divide

Math Bingo

Monty’s quest
Percy Parker
Basic Math
Eggs on legs
Wipeout

Ghostblasters
Multiples
SqueeblesTT

SqueeblesDV
I say, you say
Multiply wiz
Math splat

Main focus / use
Learn times tables by singing along to Percy’s catchy songs.
Fraction game. Can children look at the pizza and choose the correct fraction which is
showing. Best for KS1/ lower KS2.
Angles game. Can children set the monkey to the correct angle to find the bananas? Better for
upper KS2 as it only works with a 360degree circle.
Can children touch the correct clock face when app reads out a time?
Simple, perhaps best for beginners.
Much more advanced than above app. Children can tell the time of given clock, move hands on
the clock to the time which is given or follow a variety of lessons/ tutorials. In the settings you
can change the level from 1 to 5 and switch on or off the 24hour clock.
Conversion software for length, volume, temperature etc.
+ and x focus. Race against the clock to pop the bubbles to find addition totals or
multiplication products.
+ focus. Uses pyramid addition to find the final answer on the tail of the fish. Can choose nos.
to add between 1 and 50 and use whole nos. and 1d.p. and 2d.p. nos. Good for mental addition
or addition with jottings.
Divide focus. Can choose divide by 2,3,4,5,6,7,89,10,11,12 or mixed and beginner,
intermediate or expert mode. As questions are answered correctly Hickory rises up the
screen, but will lower if it takes too long to answer the qu.
+ - X and divide focus. 3 levels to choose from. Can children select the correct answers to
questions and select the answer on the bingo board?
X focus. Can choose x2,3,4,5,6,7,89,10,11,12 or mixed and beginner, intermediate or expert
mode. As questions are answered correctly Monty climbs up the hill towards the cheese, but
will slip back if it takes too long to answer the qu.
X focus. Choose x2,3,4,5,6,7,8,910,11,12. Cartoon video and songs for all of the Xtables with
words for the children to read and sing along to.
+ - X and divide focus. Chose one of 3 answers to the qu. displayed on the screen.
+ - X and divide focus. 3 levels. Answer the qus. On the screen to crack the eggs. How long will
it take to crack 10 eggs?
X focus. Choose x2,3,4,5,6,7,8,910,11,12. Pop any balloon on the screen which is a multiple of
the X table selected. Times how long it takes to spot all of the multiples. Time penalties for
popping an incorrect balloon.
X focus. Similar to above. Splat the multiples of the chosen X table as many times as possible
as they appear on the screen. -10 points for splatting an incorrect ghost. Times how long it
takes to score 100 points.
X and divide focus. Times how long it takes to answer the 10 questions.
X focus. Choose x2,3,4,5,6,7,8,910,11,12. Fill in the gaps with the answers to x questions.
Also an option for mixed x tables test.
Divide focus. Choose from 2 levels. Level 1 = 2,3,5,10,11. Level 2 = 4,6,7,8,9,12.
Practice no. bonds to 10, 20, 50 or 100.
X focus. Quick fire X table qu’s
+ - X and divide focus. Choose from 3 difficulty levels and splat the correct answer. Times how
long it takes for 21 qu’s.
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App name
PS express
imovie

I can animate
Garage Band
Shaker
Beatwave
SimpleMind+
Jotter: Jot it
down
Easy chart
ABC circus
iWW Lite
Letter quiz
Docs to go
Solar Walk

KS2 Science

Main focus / use
Edit photos by cropping, flipping, or rotating, change colours, add effects or borders.
(not on 6 ipods without cameras)Make a movie in minutes by videoing, adding photos,
sound effects and music.
Make animations with this animation software.
Make music using piano, organs, guitars, drums etc.
App containing the sounds of many different instruments. Select the instrument and tap
the screen to make the noise of that instrument.
Make simple mind maps / branching diagrams
A simple app which allows children to write onto the screen with their finger.

Make and print simple graphs (bar or pie) by inputting data.
Handwriting
Handwriting
Handwriting
Make Word, Excel or PowerPoint compatible files. Best for iPad as ipod touch is very
fiddly.
Explore the solar system.

App with qu’s on all KS2 science topics. 2 game choices; quick fire (20 qu’s) or whack a
monkey(10 qu’s).
Both games are multi choice and give children a time and percentage score at the end of
each quiz.

